INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY/FINANCE, MINOR

Requirements for a minor may be completed at any campus location offering the specified courses for the minor. Students may not change from a campus that offers their major to a campus that does not offer their major for the purpose of completing a minor.

Program Description

The Information Sciences and Technology/Finance Minor is to enhance skills of students in the information sciences and finance. More organizations are integrating technology as part of their business operations, including finance. Finance is a key function of every business organization. Therefore, technology professionals with finance skills, and finance professionals with technology skills are highly valuable in any organization.

What is Information Sciences and Technology/Finance?

Information Sciences and Technology/Finance is the area of study concerned with the design, implementation, testing and evolution of complex software systems, especially those related to a business' financial operations.

You Might Like This Program If...

- You enjoy numbers and "real world" applications of math.
- You are interested in technology and how businesses and banks use it to manage their assets.
- You want a career in technology as it relates to business or finance.